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FR

GB

DE

IT

ES

NL

SE

PT

Bruksanvisning - Läs igenom bruksanvisningen noggrant och f�rst� inneh�llet 
innan du använder maskinen.

 - Lire attentivement et bien assimiler le manuel d’utilisation 
avant d’utiliser la machine.

 - Please read the operator’s manual carefully and make sure 
you understand the instructions before using the machine.

 - Lesen Sie die Bedienungsanweisung sorgfältig durch 
und machen Sie sich mit dem Inhalt vertraut, bevor Sie das Gerät benutzen.

 - Lea detenidamente el manual de instrucciones y 
aseg�rese de entender su contenido antes de utilizar la m��uina.

 - Prima di usare la macchina, leggere per intero le istruzioni 
per l’uso e accertarsi di averne compreso il contenuto.

 - Neem de gebruiksaanwijzing grondig door en gebruik de 
machine niet voor u alles duidelijk heeft begrepen.

 - Leia as instru��es para o uso com toda a aten��o e 
compreenda o seu conte�do antes de fazer uso da m��uina. 

TS 300 E
BG Ръководство на оператора – Моля, прочетете внимателно ръководството на 

оператора и се уверете, че разбирате инструкциите, преди да започнете да из-
ползвате машината. Превод от английски език на оригиналните инструкции.

Превод от английски език

FR

GB

DE

IT

ES

NL

PT Instruções para o uso - Leia as instruções para o uso com toda a atenção e 
compreenda o seu conteúdo antes de fazer uso da máquina. 

SE Bruksanvisning - Läs igenom bruksanvisningen noggrant och förstå innehållet 
innan du använder maskinen.SE Bruksanvisning - Läs igenom bruksanvisningen noggrant och förstå innehållet 
innan du använder maskinen. FS 305

FS 309

Manuel d’utilisation - Lire attentivement et bien assimiler le manuel d’utilisation 
avant d’utiliser la machine.
Operator’s manual - Please read the operator’s manual carefully and make sure 
you understand the instructions before using the machine.
Bedienungsanweisung - Lesen Sie die Bedienungsanweisung sorgfältig durch 
und machen Sie sich mit dem Inhalt vertraut, bevor Sie das Gerät benutzen.

Manual de instrucciones - Lea detenidamente el manual de instrucciones y 
asegúrese de entender su contenido antes de utilizar la máquina.

Istruzioni per l’uso - Prima di usare la macchina, leggere per intero le istruzioni 
per l’uso e accertarsi di averne compreso il contenuto.

Gebruiksaanwijzing - Neem de gebruiksaanwijzing grondig door en gebruik de 
machine niet voor u alles duidelijk heeft begrepen.
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Декларация за съответствие за ЕО

Husqvarna AB, SE-561 82 Husqvarna, Швеция, тел.: +46 36 146500, декларира, като единствен носител 
на отговорността, че фугорези Husqvarna FS 305, FS 309 със серийни номера от 2010 г. нататък (го-
дината е ясно посочена на табелата с техническите данни), отговаря на изискванията на ДИРЕКТИВА 
НА СЪВЕТА:

• 2006/42/ЕО от 17 май 2006 г. „относно машините“
• 2014/30/ЕС от 26 февруари 2014 г. „относно електромагнитната съвместимост“
• 2000/14/ЕО от 8 май 2000 г. „във връзка с шумовите емисии на съоръжения“

Следните стандарти са приложени: ENISO 12100:2010, CISPR12:2007+Amd1:2009, EN 
55012:2007+A1:2009, EN13862+A1:2009, EN ISO 14982:2009

Гьотеборг, 30 март 2016 г.

Йоаким Ед
Директор на Global R&D
Строително оборудване Husqvarna AB
(Упълномощен представител на Husqvarna AB и отговорно лице за техническата документация)

Husqvarna AB,�SE-561�82�Husqvarnar ,�Su�de,�tél.:�+46-
36-146500,�déclarons�sous�notre responsabilité�exclusive�

des�numéros de série de l�anné de fabrication 2010 et�
ultérieurement�(l�année�est�clairement indiquée sur la 
plaque signalétique et suivie d�un numéro  de série)��
sont conformes aux dispositions des DIRECTIVES DU
CONSEIL:

�� du�17�mai�2006��directive�machines��2006/42/CE
�� du�26�février 2014 relative � la compatibilité

électromagnétique��2014/30/UE.
�� du�8�mai�2000��émissions�sonores�dans�

l�environnement��2000/14/CE.

Les�normes�harmonisées�suivantes�ont�été�appliquées:�
EN�ISO�12100:2010, CISPR12:2007+Amd1:2009, EN
55012:2007+A1:2009, EN13862+A1:2009, EN ISO �
14982:2009.

Göteborg, le 30 mars 2016

Joakim Ed
Directeur général R&D
�quipements de Construction Husqvarna AB
(Représentant�autorisé�d�Husqva

r
na�AB�et�responsable�

de�la�documentation�technique.)

FR - ASSURANCE DE CONFORMITÉ UE GB - EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Husqvarna AB

Husqvarna FS 305, FS 309�dating�from�2010
serial numbers�and�onwards�(the�year�is�clearly�stated�on�the�
rating�plate,�followed�by�the�serial�number),�complies�with�
the�requirements�of�the�COUNCIL�S�DIRECTIVE:

�� of�May�17,�2006��relating�to�machinery��2006/42/EC
�� of�February�26,�2014�� relating�to�electromagnetic�

compatibility��2014/30/EU.
�� of�May�8,�2000��relating�to�the�noise�emissions�in�the�

environment��2000/14/EC.

The�following�standards�have�been�applied:�EN�ISO�
12100:2010,�CISPR12:2007+Amd1:2009, EN 55012:2007
+A1:2009, EN13862+A1:2009, EN ISO 14982:2009�

Joakim Ed

(Authorized�representative�for�Husqvarna�AB�and�respon-
sible�for�technical�documentation.)

Husqvarna AB, SE‐561 82 Huskvarna, Schweden, Tel.:
+46 36 146500, versichert hiermit, dass die 
Fugenschneider Husqvarna FS 305, FS 309 von den 
Seriennummern des Baujahrs 2010 an (die Jahreszahl wird 
im Klartext auf dem Typenschild angegeben, mitsamt der 
nachfolgenden Seriennummer) den Vorschriften folgender 
COUNCIL'S DIRECTIVES (offizielle Richtlinien) 
entsprechen:

�� vom 17. Mai 2006 �Maschinen-Richtlinie“ 2006/42/EG
�� vom 26. Februar 2014 �Richtlinie �ber 

elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit“ 2014/30/EU
�� vom 8. Mai 2000 ��ber umweltbelastende 

Geräuschemissionen von zur Verwendung im Freien 
vorgesehenen Geräten und Maschinen“ 2000/14/EG

Die folgenden Normen werden erf�llt: EN ISO 12100:2010, 
CISPR12:2007+Amd1:2009, EN 55012:2007+A1:2009, 
EN13862+A1:2009, EN ISO 14982:2009

Gothenburg, 30 März 2016

Joakim Ed
Global R&D Director
Construction Equipment Husqvarna AB
(Bevollmächtigter Vertreter f�r Husqvarna AB, 
verantwortlich f�r die technische Dokumentation)�

DE - EG-KONFORMITÄTSERKLÄRUNG IT - DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ CE

Husqvarna AB, SE–561 82 Huskvarna, Svezia, tel: +46–
36–146500, certifica con la presente che le tagliasuolo 
Husqvarna FS 305, FS 309 a partire dai numeri di serie del 
2010 (l�anno viene evidenziato nella targhetta dati di 
funzionamento ed � seguito dal numero di serie) � conforme
alle disposizioni della DIRETTIVA DEL CONSIGLIO:

�� del 17 maggio 2006 "sulle macchine" 2006/42/CE
�� del 26 febbraio 2014 "sulla compatibilit� 

elettromagnetica" 2014/30/UE.
�� dell�8 maggio 2000 �sull�emissione di rumore 

nell�ambiente� 2000/14/CE.

Sono state applicate le seguenti norme: EN ISO 12100:2010, 
CISPR12:2007+Amd1:2009, EN 55012:2007+A1:2009, 
EN13862+A1:2009, EN ISO 14982:2009

Gothenburg, 30 marzo 2016

Joakim Ed
Global R&D Director
Attrezzature per l�edilizia Husqvarna AB
(Rappresentante autorizzato per Husqvarna AB e responsabile 
della documentazione tecnica).

, SE–561 82 Huskvarna, Sweden, tel: 
+46–36–146500, declares under sole responsibility that
the flat saws

Gothenburg, 30 March 2016

Global R&D Director
Construction Equipment Husqvarna AB

que les scies de sol Husqvarna FS 305, FS 309 ��partir
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ТЕХНИЧЕСКИ ДАННИ

FS 305 FS 309

Дълбочина на среза с размер на диска 350 мм (14‘‘) 125 мм / 5,0 22 мм / 4,9

Номинално тегло (празно), kg/lb
Honda Honda 
58/128 74/163

Работно тегло, kg/lb
FS 305 FS 309
Honda Honda
78 97

Размери (ДxШxВ), мм 860х505х990

Скорост на вала на диска, об./мин. (при 3800 режим 
на двигател, об./мин)

FS 305 FS309
Honda Honda
2800 3400

Размер на дорника, мм/инч 25, 4/1
Диаметър на фланеца на диска мм/инч 89/3,5

Шумови емисии (виж бележка 1)

Ниво на звукова мощност, измерени dB(A)
FS 305 FS 309
Honda Honda
106 109

Ниво на звуковата мощност, гарантирани dB(A)
FS 305 FS 309

Honda Honda
108 112

Нива на звука (виж бележка 2)

Ниво на звуковото налягане при ухото на оператора, 
dB(A)

FS 305 FS 309
Honda Honda
85 89

Нива на вибрации, аhv (виж бележка 3)

FS 305 FS 309
Honda Honda

Дясна дръжка, м/сек2 4,4 4,5
Лява дръжка, м/сек2 4,7 4,8

Бележка 1: Шумови емисии в околната среда, измерени като звукова мощност (LWA) в съответствие с 
Директива 2000/14/ЕО.

Бележка 2: Нивото на звуковото налягане съгласно EN 13862. Докладваните данни за нивото на звуко-
вото налягане имат типична статистическа дисперсия  (стандартно отклонение) от 4,0 dB(A).

Бележка 3: Нивото на вибрации съгласно EN 13862. Докладваните данни за нивото на вибрации имат 
типична статистическа дисперсия (стандартно отклонение) от 1,5 м/сек2.
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Информация относно околната среда

Символът 

 
FR -Informations Concernant L’environnement GB - Environmental Information 

Le symbole  sur le produit ou sur son emballage indique 
que ce produit ne doit pas être traité comme déchet ménager.  
Il doit obligatoirement être déposé au point de collecte prévu 
pour le recyclage du matériel électrique et électronique. En 
vous conformant à une procédure d'enlèvement correcte du 
produit devenu obsolète, vous aiderez à prévenir tout effet 
nuisible à l'environnement et à la santé, qu'une manipulation 
inappropriée de celui-ci pourrait autrement provoquer. Pour de 
plus amples informations sur le recyclage de ce produit, 
veuillez contacter votre mairie ou collectivité locale, la 
déchetterie de votre localité ou le magasin où vous avez 
acheté le produit.  

The symbol  on the product or on its packaging indicates 
that this product may not be treated as household waste. 
Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection 
point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment. 
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help 
prevent potential negative consequences for the environment 
and human health, which could otherwise be caused by 
inappropriate waste handling of this product. For more 
detailed information about recycling of this product, please 
contact your local council office, your household waste 
disposal service or the shop where you purchased the 
product.  

DE - Umweltinformation IT - Informazioni di Carattere Ambientale 

Das Symbol  auf dem Produkt bzw. auf der 
Produktverpackung gibt an, dass dieses Produkt nicht als 
Hausmüll behandelt werden darf. Zur Entsorgung ist es an 
einen entsprechenden Recycling-Punkt für elektrische und 
elektronische Geräte zu bringen. Durch die umweltgerechte 
Entsorgung dieses Produkts tragen Sie dazu bei, potentielle 
Folgeschäden an der Umwelt und Gesundheitsschäden zu 
verhindern. Ausführlichere Informationen über das Recycling 
dieses Produkts erhalten Sie auf Wunsch von Ihrem Stadt- 
oder Gemeinderat, den für die Hausmüllentsorgung 
zuständigen Behörden oder dem Geschäft, in dem Sie dieses 
Produkt gekauft haben.  

Il simbolo  che appare sul prodotto o sulla confezione 
indica che il prodotto non può essere smaltito come rifiuti 
domestici. Invece deve essere consegnato all’inerente punto 
di raccolta per il riciclo di apparecchi elettrici o elettronici. 
Assicurandosi che questo prodotto venga smaltito 
correttamente, si aiuta a prevenire potenziali conseguenze 
negative per l’ambiente e per la sanità delle persone, che 
potrebbero altrimenti essere causate con l’incorretto 
smaltimento di questo prodotto. Per ulteriori informazioni 
dettagliate sullo smaltimento, si prega contattare il locale 
comune, il servizio dello smaltimento dei rifiuti oppure il 
negozio dove il prodotto è stato acquistato.  

ES - Información Ecológica NL - Informatie met betrekking tot het milieu 

El símbolo  en el producto o en su envase indica que no 
se puede tratar este producto como desperdicio doméstico. 
Deberá por lo tanto depositarse en el punto de recogida 
aplicable para el reciclado de equipos eléctricos y 
electrónicos. Asegúrese de eliminar este producto 
correctamente, ayudará así a evitar consecuencias 
potenciales negativas para el medio ambiente y la salud 
humana, que podrían de lo contrario ocurrir con el manejo 
inapropiado de los residuos de este producto. Para obtener 
información más detallada sobre el reciclado de este produc-
to, contacte con la oficina municipal local, con el servicio de 
eliminación de desperdicios domésticos o con la tienda donde 
compró el producto.  

 

Het symbool  op het product of de verpakking betekent 
dat dit product niet mag worden behandeld als gewoon 
huishoudelijk afval, maar in plaats daarvan moet worden 
ingeleverd bij het punt voor recycling van elektrische en 
elektronische apparatuur. Door dit product correct te 
verwijderen helpt u om de negatieve gevolgen die een 
verkeerde verwerking van dit product kan hebben voor het 
milieu en de gezondheid te voorkomen. Voor verdere 
informatie over recycling van dit product kunt u contact 
opnemen met uw gemeente, de relevante dienst voor de 
verwerking van huishoudelijk afval of de winkel waar u het 
product hebt gekocht.  

 

SE - Miljöinformation P - Informação Ambiental 

Symbolen  på produkten eller dess förpackning indikerar 
att denna produkt ej kan hantera som hushållsavfall. Den skall 
i stället överlämnas till passande återvinningsstation för 
återvinning av elektrisk och elektronisk utrustning. Genom att 
se till att denna produkt omhändertas ordentligt kan du hjälpa 
till att motverka potentiella negativa konsekvenser på miljö 
och människor, vilka annars kan orsakas genom oriktig 
avfallshantering av denna produkt. För mer detaljerad 
information om återvinning av denna produkt, kontakta din 
kommun, din hushållsavfallsservice eller affären där du köpte 
produkten.  

 

O simbolo existente no produto ou na respectiva 
embalagem indica que o produto não pode ser tratado como 
lixo doméstico. Por conseguinte, deverá ser depositado no 
ponto de recolha aplicável para efeitos de reciclagem de 
equipamento eléctrico e electrónico. Ao assegurar-se de que 
a deposição deste produto é efectuada da forma correcta, 
estará a contribuir para evitar consequências potencialmente 
negativas para o ambiente e a saúde humana, que, de outro 
modo, poderiam ser causadas pelo manuseamento 
inadequado deste produto. Para mais informações sobre a 
reciclagem deste produto, contacte o gabinete municipal da 
sua localidade, o serviço de recolha de lixos domésticos ou a 
loja onde adquiriu o produto.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 върху продукта или неговата опаковка означава, че този продукт не може да се третира 
като битов отпадък. Вместо това, трябва да се предаде на съответния събирателен пункт за реци-
клиране на електрическо и електронно оборудване. Като гарантирате, че този продукт е изхвърлен 
по подходящия начин, помагате за предотвратяването на потенциални отрицателни последици върху 
околната среда и човешкото здраве, които е възможно да възникнат при неправилното изхвърляне на 
продукта. За по-подробна информация относно рециклирането на този продукт се свържете с местния 
общински съвет, службата за събиране на битови отпадъци или търговския обект, от който сте закупи-
ли продукта.
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FIG. 1 
ABB. 1 

FIG. 2 
ABB. 2 

FIG. 3 
ABB. 3 

FIG. 4 
ABB. 4 

FIG. 5 
ABB. 5 

ФИГ. 1

ФИГ. 2 ФИГ. 3

ФИГ. 4 ФИГ. 5
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fo  gniwas tew gniwas: noitasilitU
fresh, old or coated (asphalt) concrete.

Too ls  :  Water-cooled diamond-
impregnated discs - Øx350 mm - bore
25.4 mm.
(Details from your usual  supplier).

1 Use

10

   
machine on jobsite. Use the machine
stop.

Stop the blade prior to moving the

Remove the blade prior to hoisting,
loading, unloading and transporting
the machine on jobsite.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

efas edivorp ot dengised si  was talf   ehT
and reliable service in operating conditions
corresponding with the instructions, but it
can present dangers for the user and risks
of damage, consequently regular on site
inspection is necessary to ensure :

Perfect technical condition (use for
the purpose for which it is intended
and taking into account any risks, and
correction of any malfunction
detrimental to safety).

Use a diamond disk for cutting with
water (sawing new or old concrete,
tarmac or asphalt). No other type of
disk is allowed (abrasive, saw, etc...).

Competent staff (qualifications, age,
training) who have read and
understood the manual in detail
before starting work: any electrical,
mechanical or other problem should
be investigated by a qualif ied
maintenance engineer (electrician,
maintenance manager, approved
dealer, etc . . .).

That the warnings and instructions
marked on the machine are followed
(adequate personal protection,
correct use, general safety
instructions, etc).

That no modification, transformation
or addition is detrimental to safety
and that it is carried out without prior
authorization from the manufacturer.

Respect of the maintenance intervals
and periodical checks recommended.

That only genuine spare parts are
used for repairs.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
THESE WARNINGS COULD
RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY.

2    

11. Handle
12. Engine stop
13. Lowering handwheel
14. Dept guage
15. Engine
16. Engine oil drain
17. Front guide
18. Belt cover
19. Disk casing
10. Service spanner
11. Water intake tap
12. Tank (17 litres)

3 Handling - Transport

He ight  o f  ad jus tab le  hand lebars
(unscrew the lever (M) 

)
[SEE FIG. 2].

ot gnihsup sdeen ylno  wastalf ehT move
 it into position on the site.  It is easy to 

 move on its four wheels, without 
starting the engine.

The handwheel (K) locks the machine
itself in the high position.

Light weight, compact, transportable in a
vehicle. 

MANDATORY
INDICATION
INFORMATION
INSTRUCTION

WARNING PROHIBITION

These signs give advice
concerning your safety

DO carefully read and understand all the
instructions before operating the saw.

DO always keep all guards in place.

DO aways wear safety approved hearing,
eye, head and respiratory protection.

DO keep all parts of your body away from
the blade and all other moving parts.

DO know how to stop the saw quickly in
case of an emergency.

DO shut off the engine and allow it to cool
before refueling.

DO inspect the blade, flanges and shafts
for damage before install ing the
blade.

DO use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed greater
than the blade shaft speed.

DO use caution and follow the
instructions when loading and
unloading the saw.

DO NOT allow other persons to be near
the saw when starting, refueling
or when cutting.

DO NOT operate gasoline engines in an
enclosed area unless it is
properly vented.

DO NOT use damaged equipment or
blades.

DO NOT operate the saw in areas of
combustible material. Sparks
from the saw could cause a fire
or an explosion.

DO NOT allow blade exposure from the
guard to be over 180 degrees.

DO NOT leave the saw unattended with
the engine running.

DO NOT operate the saw while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol.

This symbol indicates that the
machine is in conformance with
the applicable European directive.

DO

DO NOT
E

n
g

lis
h

TYPE

SERIAL

POWER

PRODUCT NUMBER

WEIGHT

SPEED

Type plate

Use lifting eye (14) for lifting, see 
fig. 1

 

13. Machine stop

BLADE SIZE

14. Lifting eye

ad jus t  he igh t
se t t ings  fo r  bes t  e rgonomic  pos i t ion

A

B
C

D

A: Manufacturing date, year, week, serial
    number.
B: Maximum blade diameter.
C: Maximum blade shaft speed.
D: Nominal engine power (as rated by the
    engine manufacturer). 

Description of the machine [FIG. 1]

fo  gniwas tew gniwas: noitasilitU
fresh, old or coated (asphalt) concrete.

Too ls  :  Water-cooled diamond-
impregnated discs - Øx350 mm - bore
25.4 mm.
(Details from your usual  supplier).

1 Use

10

   
machine on jobsite. Use the machine
stop.

Stop the blade prior to moving the

Remove the blade prior to hoisting,
loading, unloading and transporting
the machine on jobsite.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

efas edivorp ot dengised si  was talf   ehT
and reliable service in operating conditions
corresponding with the instructions, but it
can present dangers for the user and risks
of damage, consequently regular on site
inspection is necessary to ensure :

Perfect technical condition (use for
the purpose for which it is intended
and taking into account any risks, and
correction of any malfunction
detrimental to safety).

Use a diamond disk for cutting with
water (sawing new or old concrete,
tarmac or asphalt). No other type of
disk is allowed (abrasive, saw, etc...).

Competent staff (qualifications, age,
training) who have read and
understood the manual in detail
before starting work: any electrical,
mechanical or other problem should
be investigated by a qualif ied
maintenance engineer (electrician,
maintenance manager, approved
dealer, etc . . .).

That the warnings and instructions
marked on the machine are followed
(adequate personal protection,
correct use, general safety
instructions, etc).

That no modification, transformation
or addition is detrimental to safety
and that it is carried out without prior
authorization from the manufacturer.

Respect of the maintenance intervals
and periodical checks recommended.

That only genuine spare parts are
used for repairs.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
THESE WARNINGS COULD
RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY.
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 it into position on the site.  It is easy to 

 move on its four wheels, without 
starting the engine.

The handwheel (K) locks the machine
itself in the high position.

Light weight, compact, transportable in a
vehicle. 

MANDATORY
INDICATION
INFORMATION
INSTRUCTION

WARNING PROHIBITION

These signs give advice
concerning your safety

DO carefully read and understand all the
instructions before operating the saw.

DO always keep all guards in place.

DO aways wear safety approved hearing,
eye, head and respiratory protection.

DO keep all parts of your body away from
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DO know how to stop the saw quickly in
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DO shut off the engine and allow it to cool
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DO inspect the blade, flanges and shafts
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DO use only blades marked with a
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than the blade shaft speed.

DO use caution and follow the
instructions when loading and
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the saw when starting, refueling
or when cutting.

DO NOT operate gasoline engines in an
enclosed area unless it is
properly vented.

DO NOT use damaged equipment or
blades.

DO NOT operate the saw in areas of
combustible material. Sparks
from the saw could cause a fire
or an explosion.

DO NOT allow blade exposure from the
guard to be over 180 degrees.

DO NOT leave the saw unattended with
the engine running.

DO NOT operate the saw while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol.

This symbol indicates that the
machine is in conformance with
the applicable European directive.
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or addition is detrimental to safety
and that it is carried out without prior
authorization from the manufacturer.

Respect of the maintenance intervals
and periodical checks recommended.

That only genuine spare parts are
used for repairs.
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RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY.
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ропейска директива
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ИНДИКАЦИЯ
ИНФОРМАЦИЯ
ИНСТРУКЦИЯ

ВНИМАНИЕ

ЗАБРАНЕНО

Тези знаци предоставят 
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безопасност

Табела с технически данни

ТИП
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СКОРОСТ
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НОМЕР
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ние (използване за целите, 
за които е предназначен, 
като се вземат предвид всич-
ки рискове и се извършват 
корекции на всички неиз-
правности, застрашаващи 
безопасността).

• Използвайте диамантен диск 
за мокро рязане (рязане на 
нов или стар бетон, смолен 

fo  gniwas tew gniwas: noitasilitU
fresh, old or coated (asphalt) concrete.

Too ls  :  Water-cooled diamond-
impregnated discs - Øx350 mm - bore
25.4 mm.
(Details from your usual  supplier).
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machine on jobsite. Use the machine
stop.

Stop the blade prior to moving the

Remove the blade prior to hoisting,
loading, unloading and transporting
the machine on jobsite.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

efas edivorp ot dengised si  was talf   ehT
and reliable service in operating conditions
corresponding with the instructions, but it
can present dangers for the user and risks
of damage, consequently regular on site
inspection is necessary to ensure :

Perfect technical condition (use for
the purpose for which it is intended
and taking into account any risks, and
correction of any malfunction
detrimental to safety).

Use a diamond disk for cutting with
water (sawing new or old concrete,
tarmac or asphalt). No other type of
disk is allowed (abrasive, saw, etc...).

Competent staff (qualifications, age,
training) who have read and
understood the manual in detail
before starting work: any electrical,
mechanical or other problem should
be investigated by a qualif ied
maintenance engineer (electrician,
maintenance manager, approved
dealer, etc . . .).

That the warnings and instructions
marked on the machine are followed
(adequate personal protection,
correct use, general safety
instructions, etc).

That no modification, transformation
or addition is detrimental to safety
and that it is carried out without prior
authorization from the manufacturer.

Respect of the maintenance intervals
and periodical checks recommended.

That only genuine spare parts are
used for repairs.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
THESE WARNINGS COULD
RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY.

2    

11. Handle
12. Engine stop
13. Lowering handwheel
14. Dept guage
15. Engine
16. Engine oil drain
17. Front guide
18. Belt cover
19. Disk casing
10. Service spanner
11. Water intake tap
12. Tank (17 litres)

3 Handling - Transport

He ight  o f  ad jus tab le  hand lebars
(unscrew the lever (M) 

)
[SEE FIG. 2].

ot gnihsup sdeen ylno  wastalf ehT move
 it into position on the site.  It is easy to 

 move on its four wheels, without 
starting the engine.

The handwheel (K) locks the machine
itself in the high position.

Light weight, compact, transportable in a
vehicle. 

MANDATORY
INDICATION
INFORMATION
INSTRUCTION

WARNING PROHIBITION

These signs give advice
concerning your safety

DO carefully read and understand all the
instructions before operating the saw.

DO always keep all guards in place.

DO aways wear safety approved hearing,
eye, head and respiratory protection.

DO keep all parts of your body away from
the blade and all other moving parts.

DO know how to stop the saw quickly in
case of an emergency.

DO shut off the engine and allow it to cool
before refueling.

DO inspect the blade, flanges and shafts
for damage before install ing the
blade.

DO use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed greater
than the blade shaft speed.

DO use caution and follow the
instructions when loading and
unloading the saw.

DO NOT allow other persons to be near
the saw when starting, refueling
or when cutting.

DO NOT operate gasoline engines in an
enclosed area unless it is
properly vented.

DO NOT use damaged equipment or
blades.

DO NOT operate the saw in areas of
combustible material. Sparks
from the saw could cause a fire
or an explosion.

DO NOT allow blade exposure from the
guard to be over 180 degrees.

DO NOT leave the saw unattended with
the engine running.

DO NOT operate the saw while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol.

This symbol indicates that the
machine is in conformance with
the applicable European directive.

DO

DO NOT

E
n

g
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h

TYPE

SERIAL

POWER

PRODUCT NUMBER

WEIGHT

SPEED

Type plate

Use lifting eye (14) for lifting, see 
fig. 1

 

13. Machine stop

BLADE SIZE

14. Lifting eye

ad jus t  he igh t
se t t ings  fo r  bes t  e rgonomic  pos i t ion

A

B
C

D

A: Manufacturing date, year, week, serial
    number.
B: Maximum blade diameter.
C: Maximum blade shaft speed.
D: Nominal engine power (as rated by the
    engine manufacturer). 

Description of the machine [FIG. 1]
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Description of the machine [FIG. 1]

НЕ ПРАВЕТЕ ТОВА:

ДА  Внимателно прочетете и се 
уверете, че разбирате всич-
ки инструкции преди работа 
с фугореза.

ДА  Винаги оставяйте всички 
предпазители по местата им.

ДА  Винаги носете оборудване 
за защита на слуха, очите, 
главата и дихателните пъти-

ща с одобрено ниво на безо-
пасност.

ДА  пазете всички части на тяло-
то си далече от диска и всич-
ки други движещи се части.

ДА  уверете се, че знаете как да 
спрете фугореза бързо при 
извънредна ситуация.

ДА  изключете двигателя и го ос-
тавете да се охлади преди 
презареждане.

ДА  проверете диска, фланците 
и валовете за повреди, пре-
ди да инсталирате диска.

ДА  използвайте само дискове, 
означени за максимална ра-
ботна скорост, по-голяма от 
скоростта на вала на диска.

ДА  бъдете внимателни и спаз-
вайте инструкциите, когато 
товарите и разтоварвате 
фугореза.

НЕ позволявайте на други лица 
да застават в близост до 
фугореза при стартиране, 
презареждане или рязане.

НЕ работете с бензинови двига-
тели в затворени простран-
ства, ако няма добра венти-
лация.

НЕ използвайте повредено обо-
рудване или дискове.

НЕ работете с триона в зони на 
леснозапалими материали. 
Искрите от фугореза могат 
да причинят пожар или екс-
плозия.

НЕ позволявайте диска да изли-
за от предпазителя на пове-
че от 180о.

НЕ оставяйте фугореза без над-
зор, докато моторът работи.

НЕ работете с фугореза, ако сте 
под влияние на наркотици 
или алкохол.

Ташев-Га
лвинг О

ОД

www.tashev-galving.com
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fo  gniwas tew gniwas: noitasilitU
fresh, old or coated (asphalt) concrete.

Too ls  :  Water-cooled diamond-
impregnated discs - Øx350 mm - bore
25.4 mm.
(Details from your usual  supplier).

1 Use

10

   
machine on jobsite. Use the machine
stop.

Stop the blade prior to moving the

Remove the blade prior to hoisting,
loading, unloading and transporting
the machine on jobsite.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

efas edivorp ot dengised si  was talf   ehT
and reliable service in operating conditions
corresponding with the instructions, but it
can present dangers for the user and risks
of damage, consequently regular on site
inspection is necessary to ensure :

Perfect technical condition (use for
the purpose for which it is intended
and taking into account any risks, and
correction of any malfunction
detrimental to safety).

Use a diamond disk for cutting with
water (sawing new or old concrete,
tarmac or asphalt). No other type of
disk is allowed (abrasive, saw, etc...).

Competent staff (qualifications, age,
training) who have read and
understood the manual in detail
before starting work: any electrical,
mechanical or other problem should
be investigated by a qualif ied
maintenance engineer (electrician,
maintenance manager, approved
dealer, etc . . .).

That the warnings and instructions
marked on the machine are followed
(adequate personal protection,
correct use, general safety
instructions, etc).

That no modification, transformation
or addition is detrimental to safety
and that it is carried out without prior
authorization from the manufacturer.

Respect of the maintenance intervals
and periodical checks recommended.

That only genuine spare parts are
used for repairs.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
THESE WARNINGS COULD
RESULT IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY.

2    

11. Handle
12. Engine stop
13. Lowering handwheel
14. Dept guage
15. Engine
16. Engine oil drain
17. Front guide
18. Belt cover
19. Disk casing
10. Service spanner
11. Water intake tap
12. Tank (17 litres)

3 Handling - Transport

He ight  o f  ad jus tab le  hand lebars
(unscrew the lever (M) 

)
[SEE FIG. 2].

ot gnihsup sdeen ylno  wastalf ehT move
 it into position on the site.  It is easy to 

 move on its four wheels, without 
starting the engine.

The handwheel (K) locks the machine
itself in the high position.

Light weight, compact, transportable in a
vehicle. 

MANDATORY
INDICATION
INFORMATION
INSTRUCTION

WARNING PROHIBITION

These signs give advice
concerning your safety

DO carefully read and understand all the
instructions before operating the saw.

DO always keep all guards in place.

DO aways wear safety approved hearing,
eye, head and respiratory protection.

DO keep all parts of your body away from
the blade and all other moving parts.

DO know how to stop the saw quickly in
case of an emergency.

DO shut off the engine and allow it to cool
before refueling.

DO inspect the blade, flanges and shafts
for damage before install ing the
blade.

DO use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed greater
than the blade shaft speed.

DO use caution and follow the
instructions when loading and
unloading the saw.

DO NOT allow other persons to be near
the saw when starting, refueling
or when cutting.

DO NOT operate gasoline engines in an
enclosed area unless it is
properly vented.

DO NOT use damaged equipment or
blades.

DO NOT operate the saw in areas of
combustible material. Sparks
from the saw could cause a fire
or an explosion.

DO NOT allow blade exposure from the
guard to be over 180 degrees.

DO NOT leave the saw unattended with
the engine running.

DO NOT operate the saw while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol.

This symbol indicates that the
machine is in conformance with
the applicable European directive.

DO

DO NOT
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h

TYPE

SERIAL

POWER

PRODUCT NUMBER

WEIGHT

SPEED

Type plate

Use lifting eye (14) for lifting, see 
fig. 1
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14. Lifting eye
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se t t ings  fo r  bes t  e rgonomic  pos i t ion

A

B
C

D

A: Manufacturing date, year, week, serial
    number.
B: Maximum blade diameter.
C: Maximum blade shaft speed.
D: Nominal engine power (as rated by the
    engine manufacturer). 

Description of the machine [FIG. 1]
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Description of the machine [FIG. 1]

1 Употреба

5 Поставяне на диска

2 Описание на 
машината [ФИГ. 1]

3 Преместване – 
Транспорт

4 Проверете преди 
стартиране

• Предназначение: рязане и 
мокро рязане на нов и стар 
или с покритие (асфалт) бе-
тон.

• Инструменти: охлаждани с 
вода, покрити с диамантен 
прах дискове – ø 350 мм – 
вътрешен диаметър 25,4 мм

 (Повече информация – от 
вашия дистрибутор).

1. Дръжка
2. Бутон за изключване на дви-

гателя
3. Ръкохватка за спускане
4. Измерване на дълбочината
5. Двигател
6. Отвор за източване на мас-

лото на двигателя
7. Преден водач
8. Капачка на ремъка
9. Капачка на диска
10. Ключ за обслужване
11. Отвор за водата
12. Резервоар (17 л)
13. Бутон за спиране на машина-

та
14. Кука за повдигане

Спрете диска, преди да 
преместите машината на 
обекта. Използвайте бу-
тона за спиране на маши-
ната.

Отстранете диска пре-
ди повдигане, товарене, 
разтоварване и транспор-
тиране на машината на 
обекта.
Използвайте куката за 
повдигане (14), виж. 
фиг. 1

11

The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.
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groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
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indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
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arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
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Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].
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has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).
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manual.

5 Fitting the blade 
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 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
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Open the guard housing (A).
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are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
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Do not cut dry. 
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ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 
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valve or tank).
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Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
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is never below the second line on the
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instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.
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Engine off
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the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
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Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.
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check-over.
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is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
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mandatory.
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ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
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Do not cut dry. 
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Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.

   

  

 

e blade

Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 

Височина на регулируемите 
дръжки (отвинтете лоста (M) 
и регулирайте височината за 
най-добра ергономична пози-
ция) [ВИЖ ФИГ. 2]
• Може да придвижвате фуго-

реза до позицията на обекта 

само с бутане. Той е лесно 
подвижен с помощта на чети-
ри колела, без стартиране на 
двигателя.

• Ръкохватката (K) заключва 
самата машина във високата 
позиция.

• Ниско тегло, компактен, 
може да се транспортира в 
превозно средство.

Моля, прочетете ин-
струкциите преди ра-
бота с машината за 
първи път.

Следете работните ус-
ловия от гледна точка 
на здравето и безопас-
ността.

Изключете двигателя

• Поставете машината на ви-
сока позиция.

• Уверете се, че двигателят е 
изключен, като използвате 
бутона за спиране на маши-
ната.

• Отвийте гайките (E) от пред-
пазителя на диска [ВИЖ 

 ФИГ 3.].
• Отворете корпуса на предпа-

зителя (А).
• Поставете диамантения 

диск.

Колебание нагоре и 
надолу.

Стрелка върху 
предпазителя на 
инструмента, коя-
то показва посока-
та на въртене на 
инструмента.

Шумови емисии в окол-
ната среда съгласно 
Директивата на Ев-
ропейската общност. 
Емисията на машината 
е указана в раздела с 
техническите данни и 
на етикета.

Използването на защи-
та за слуха е задължи-
телно.

Всички лица, които не 
участват в работата, 
трябва да напуснат ра-
ботната зона.

Опасност от порязва-
не. Пазете всички час-
ти на тялото си далеч 
от режещото оборуд-
ване.

Използвайте само ди-
скове, означени за мак-
симална работна ско-
рост, по-висока от 
скоростта на вала на 
диска.

О п е р а т о р ъ т 
трябва да носи 
предпазно облек-
ло, подходящо за 
работата, която 
извършва. Пре-
поръчва се то да 
включва защита 
за очите и анти-
фони.

Работната зона тряб-
ва да бъде изцяло по-
чистена, добре освете-
на и всички заплахи за 
безопасността трябва 
да бъдат отстране-
ни (никаква вода или 
опасни предмети в бли-
зост).

Изключете двигателя.
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.

   

  

 

e blade

Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 

• Модел с бензинов двигател 
(обърнете се към ръковод-
ството за поддръжка на дви-
гателя).

• Уверете се, че резервоарът 
за гориво е пълен.

• Проверете нивото на масло-
то. Тъй като двигателят чес-
то работи под ъгъл, проверя-
вайте често в хоризонтална 
позиция. Уверете се, че ниво-
то на маслото не е под втора-
та линия на скалата.

• За стартирането прочетете 
инструкциите на двигателя.Ташев-Га

лвинг О
ОД

www.tashev-galving.com
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.

E
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h

Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.

   

  

 

e blade

Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.

E
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.

E
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
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has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
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5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade
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Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
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Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).
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and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
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Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
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Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
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floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 
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The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 

Обърнете внимание на 
посоката на въртене, 
указана от стрелката 
от едната страна на 
диска (посоката на вър-
тене, показана на външ-
ната страна на корпуса 
на предпазителя).
Проверете дали 
дискът, фланците на 
диска (B и C) и дорни-
кът на фланеца на ди-
ска не са повредени. По-
чистете контактните 
повърхности на диска 
и фланците на диска. 
Уверете се, че дискът 
и фланците са чисти 
и по тях няма мръсо-
тия и частици, преди 
да монтирате диска на 
машината.

• Затегнете здраво винта (D) с 
ключа, предоставен с маши-
ната, като държите диска ста-
билен с ръка.

• Сменете предпазителя.
• Свържете отново маркуча за 

вода.
• Затегнете гайката (E).

6 Стартиране

Винтът за задържане 
на диска (D) на диска е с 
дясна резба.

Валът на диска се вър-
ти, когато двигателят 
бъде стартиран авто-
матично или ръчно.

Предпазителят на ди-
ска задължително ви-
наги трябва да бъде по-
ставен.

Отстранете всички ин-
струменти за регули-
ране и ключове от пода 
и машината.

Винаги обръщайте из-
ключително внимание 
на подготовката на ма-
шината преди старти-
ране.

Ремонтът трябва да 
се извършва само от 
оторизиран дистри-
бутор.

• Изключете крана за водата 
(G) (от тръбопровода или ре-
зервоара, от които се пълни) 
[ВИЖ ФИГ. 4]

• Отбележете линия на земя-
та, където трябва да бъде 
направен срез.

• Поставете машината, така 
че спуснатият преден пред-
пазител (F) и диска да се из-
равнят с отбелязаната линия 
(дискът се вижда от страната 
на колана на корпуса).

• Стартирайте двигателя: про-
четете инструкциите от про-
изводителя на двигателя в 
ръководството за обслужва-
не.

• Оставете двигателя да за-
грее.

• Отворете крана за водата (G) 
(от тръбопровода или водния 
резервоар).

• Увеличете скоростта на дви-
гателя до максималната.

• Задръжте фугореза, завърте-
те ръкохватката (K) и поста-
вете диска в контакт с пода.

• Спуснете до дълбочината на 
изисквания срез, като има-
те предвид, че всяка степен 
на скалата отговаря на 1 см. 
Спуснете бавно, за да избег-
нете изключването на двига-
теля.

• Режете на интервали от 50 
мм (2 инча) дълбочина, до-
като бъде достигната изис-
кваната дълбочина на среза. 
Това се нарича „рязане на 
стъпки“.

• Внимателно придвижете ма-
шината напред, като следи-
те предният предпазител и 
дискът винаги да са изравне-
ни с отбелязаната линия.

Уверете се, че има предос-
татъчен поток на вода за 
охлаждане на диска и нама-
ляване до минимум на праха.
Не режете на сухо.

7 Спиране 
на машината

8 Инциденти по време 
на рязането

9 Поддръжка (при 
изключен двигател)

11

The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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Изключете двигате-
ляля.

• Завъртете ръкохватката (K), 
за да освободите диска от 
прореза [ВИЖ ФИГ. 4]

• Не е необходимо да заключ-
вате фугореза в горна пози-
ция, като отпуснете ръкох-
ватката (K).

• Изключете подаването на 
вода (G).

• Оставете двигателят да ра-
боти на празни обороти.

• Спрете двигателя, като из-
ползвате бутона за спиране 
на машината (13) или ключа 
върху двигателя (J).

• Може да има няколко причи-
ни за спирането на диска в 
прореза или за спирането на 
машината:

 • Обтягането на колана.
 • Липса на гориво.
 • Прекалено бързо прид-

вижване напред или спуска-
не и т.н.
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12 Repairs

13 Spare parts

Contact a Husqvarna construction Products
service center for equipment repaire. For 
engine repaires, contact engine supplier 
service.

For quick supply of spare parts and to
avoid any lost time it is essential to quote
the data on the manufacturer's plate fixed
to the machine and the part number of the
part to be replaced with every order.

In the event of deterioration and
scrapping of the machine, the
following items must be
disposed of in accordance with
the requirements of the
legislation in force.

14 Scrapping

Main materials :

Engine: Aluminium (AL), Steel (AC),
Motor : Copper (CU), Polyamide (PA)

Machine : Steel sheet (AC),
Machine : Cast iron (FT)
Machine : Aluminium (AL)

The instructions for use and spare parts
found in this document  are for information
only and are not binding.
As part of our product quality improvement
policy, we reserve the right to make any
and all technical modifications without prior
notice.

It may be necessary after using a few times
to retension the belts, without over-
tightening them. To do this :

loosen the 2 nuts (S) fixing the engine to
the chassis, without removing them
[SEE FIG. 5];

tighten the tensioning nuts (N), these
screws pull the engine up.

at normal tension, tighten the engine
fixing nuts (S).

10 Engine belt tension

Periodically, tighten the nuts and bolts
and particularly after the first few hours of
use.

Check belt tensions, tighten them without
overdoing it.

When not used ,  it is recommended the
disc be removed and suitably stored.

Make sure the disc is correctly tightened.

Make sure the disc supports surfaces, the
adaptor plates and the spindle are kept
clean.

11 Important advice

The manufacturer declines all
responsibility for loss or damage
resulting from misuse or any
modification, alteration or
powering that does not conform
to the manufacturer's original
specifications.

At the work station, the sound
pressure level may exceed
85xdbx(A)

In this case individual protection
measures must be taken.

When working in a limited or
closed area, make sure that the
ventilation is adequate. The
exhaust gases contain carbon
monoxide (exposure to this toxic
gas can cause loss of
consciousness and can be fatal).

AIR FILTER

Read engine owners manual for
maintenance intervals. For extremely
dusty conditions you may have to clean
the air filter element 2 to 3 times a day.

Replace any damaged filters or gaskets.

Store in a safe place, out of
reach of children

Maintain tools carefully

Store in a safe place out ot reach
of children.

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches

Store diamond tool in a safe
place so it cannot be bent or
damaged.
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To change the oil, remove the blade, lower
the saw to horiz opl  atno sition and then
place the tray by the drain outlet (L) [SEE
FIG. 4].

See exploded view
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Item number Quantity

After use, clean the machine.

Lubrication : apply a moderate amount of
bearing lubricant to the nipples in the
depth adjustment  (depending on
the frequency of use). Weekly lubrication
is recommended.

"Engine Maintenance" : refer to
the engine maintenance booklet.

Dispose of the old oil as laid
down by the regulations in force.

Check the engine oil everyday. Refer to
the engine manual for oil change
schedule. Use :

SAE 10W30 engine oil with API class
MS, SD, SE or better for PETROL
engines.

OIL

9
Maintenance (with the
engine stopped)

Only use original Husqvarna parts.
See IPL for parts.

 

CAUTION!
The filter must not be cleaned 
with compressed air, this will 
damage the filter. Filters can be 
vacuumed out for cleaning but 
avoid hitting or dragging items 
across the surface as this will 
damage the filter.
Paper filters are to be disposed 
of correctly and replaced.
A polyester filter can be cleaned 
via vacuuming or low pressure 
washing.
Do not use high pressure 
washing, this will damage the 
filter.
A damaged filter must always be 
replaced.
A washed filter must be 100% dry
before being placed back onto the
equipment. 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.

   

  

 

e blade

Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 
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manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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11 Важни съвети

Изхвърляйте старото 
масло съгласно прило-
жимите разпоредби.

Съхранявайте на безо-
пасно място, далеч от 
достъпа на деца. Под-
държайте инструмен-
тите внимателно.

Съхранявайте на без-
опасно място, далеч 
от достъпа на деца. 
Отстранете всички 
инструменти за регу-
лиране и ключовете. 
Съхранявайте диаман-
тения диск на безопас-
но място, така че да 
няма опасност от огъ-
ване или повреди.

ВНИМАНИЕ!
Филтърът не трябва 
да се почиства с въздух 
под налягане, това ще 
го повреди. Филтрите 
може да се почистват с 
прахосмукачка, но вни-
мавайте да не удряте 
или теглите предмети 
по повърхността, тъй 
като това ще повреди 
филтъра.
Хартиените филтри 
трябва да се изхвър-
лят по подходящ начин 
и да бъдат сменени.
Полиестерните фил-
три могат да се по-
чистват с прахосмукач-

Производителят от-
хвърля всякаква отго-
ворност за загуби или 
повреди, причинени от 
неправилна употреба 
или каквито и да е мо-
дификации, промени 
или стартиране, които 
не отговарят на ориги-
налните спецификации 
на производителя.

При работа в ограниче-
на или затворена зона 
задължително се уве-
рете, че е осигурена 
адекватна вентилация. 
Отработените газове 
съдържат въглероден 
диоксид (експозицията 
на този токсичен газ 
може да причини загуба 
на съзнание и може да 
бъде смъртоносна).

Нивото на звуковото 
налягане на работна-
та станция може да 
надвиши 85 db (A). В та-
къв случай трябва да 
бъдат взети мерки за 
лична защита.

10 Обтягане на ремъка 
на двигателя

МАСЛО

• Проверявайте маслото всеки 
ден. Прочетете ръководство-
то на двигателя за графика 
за смяна на маслото. Използ-
вайте:

 • Машинно масло SAE 
10W30 с API клас MS, SD, SE 
или по-добро за БЕНЗИНО-
ВИ двигатели.

• За да смените маслото, сва-
лете диска, спуснете фугоре-
за до хоризонтална позиция 
и поставете плитък контей-
нер до изхода за източване 
(L) [ВИЖ ФИГ. 4].

След неколкократно използва-
не може да бъде необходимо 
ремъците да бъдат обтегнати 
повторно, без да се създава 
прекомерно напрежение. За да 
направите това:
• Разхлабете двете гайки (S), 

които закрепват двигателя 
към корпуса, без да ги от-
странявате [ВИЖ ФИГ. 5].

• Затегнете обтягащите гайки 
(N), тези винтове теглят дви-
гателя нагоре.

• Когато бъде постигнато нор-
мално обтягане, затегнете 
закрепващите гайки на дви-
гателя (S).

ВЪЗДУШЕН ФИЛТЪР

• Прочетете ръководството от 
производителя на двигателя 
за интервалите на поддръж-
ка. При условия на високи 
нива на прах може да се на-
ложи да чистите въздушния 
филтър от 2 до 3 пъти на ден.

• Сменете всички повредени 
филтри или уплътнения.

• Периодично затягайте гай-
ките и болтовете и по-специ-
ално след първите няколко 
часа на употреба.

• Проверете обтягането на ре-
мъците, обтегнете ги, но не 
прекалено.

• Когато не се използва, се 
препоръчва дискът да бъде 
свален и съхранен по подхо-

ка или да се измиват 
при ниско налягане.
Не използвайте високо 
налягане при измива-
нето, това ще повре-
ди филтъра. Повреде-
ните филтри трябва 
задължително да бъ-
дат сменени. Измити-
ят филтър трябва да 
бъде изсушен на 100%, 
преди да бъде поста-
вен отново на оборуд-
ването.

дящ начин.
• Уверете се, че дискът е пра-

вилно затегнат.
• Уверете се, че опорните по-

върхности на диска, плочите 
на адаптора и шпиндела се 
поддържат чисти.

12 Ремонт

За ремонт на оборудването се 
свържете със сервизния център 
на Husqvarna Construction. За 
ремонт на двигателя се свър-
жете с центъра на търговския 
представител на двигателя.

13 Резервни части

За бърза доставка на резервни 
части и за избягване на загубата 
на време е от съществено зна-
чение с всяка поръчка да посо-
чите датата от табелата на про-
изводителя, закрепена върху 
машината, и номера на частта, 
която трябва да бъде сменена.

Ташев-Га
лвинг О

ОД
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12

12 Repairs

13 Spare parts

Contact a Husqvarna construction Products
service center for equipment repaire. For 
engine repaires, contact engine supplier 
service.

For quick supply of spare parts and to
avoid any lost time it is essential to quote
the data on the manufacturer's plate fixed
to the machine and the part number of the
part to be replaced with every order.

In the event of deterioration and
scrapping of the machine, the
following items must be
disposed of in accordance with
the requirements of the
legislation in force.

14 Scrapping

Main materials :

Engine: Aluminium (AL), Steel (AC),
Motor : Copper (CU), Polyamide (PA)

Machine : Steel sheet (AC),
Machine : Cast iron (FT)
Machine : Aluminium (AL)

The instructions for use and spare parts
found in this document  are for information
only and are not binding.
As part of our product quality improvement
policy, we reserve the right to make any
and all technical modifications without prior
notice.

It may be necessary after using a few times
to retension the belts, without over-
tightening them. To do this :

loosen the 2 nuts (S) fixing the engine to
the chassis, without removing them
[SEE FIG. 5];

tighten the tensioning nuts (N), these
screws pull the engine up.

at normal tension, tighten the engine
fixing nuts (S).

10 Engine belt tension

Periodically, tighten the nuts and bolts
and particularly after the first few hours of
use.

Check belt tensions, tighten them without
overdoing it.

When not used ,  it is recommended the
disc be removed and suitably stored.

Make sure the disc is correctly tightened.

Make sure the disc supports surfaces, the
adaptor plates and the spindle are kept
clean.

11 Important advice

The manufacturer declines all
responsibility for loss or damage
resulting from misuse or any
modification, alteration or
powering that does not conform
to the manufacturer's original
specifications.

At the work station, the sound
pressure level may exceed
85xdbx(A)

In this case individual protection
measures must be taken.

When working in a limited or
closed area, make sure that the
ventilation is adequate. The
exhaust gases contain carbon
monoxide (exposure to this toxic
gas can cause loss of
consciousness and can be fatal).

AIR FILTER

Read engine owners manual for
maintenance intervals. For extremely
dusty conditions you may have to clean
the air filter element 2 to 3 times a day.

Replace any damaged filters or gaskets.

Store in a safe place, out of
reach of children

Maintain tools carefully

Store in a safe place out ot reach
of children.

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches

Store diamond tool in a safe
place so it cannot be bent or
damaged.
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To change the oil, remove the blade, lower
the saw to horiz opl  atno sition and then
place the tray by the drain outlet (L) [SEE
FIG. 4].

See exploded view

00000000     (0)

Item number Quantity

After use, clean the machine.

Lubrication : apply a moderate amount of
bearing lubricant to the nipples in the
depth adjustment  (depending on
the frequency of use). Weekly lubrication
is recommended.

"Engine Maintenance" : refer to
the engine maintenance booklet.

Dispose of the old oil as laid
down by the regulations in force.

Check the engine oil everyday. Refer to
the engine manual for oil change
schedule. Use :

SAE 10W30 engine oil with API class
MS, SD, SE or better for PETROL
engines.

OIL

9
Maintenance (with the
engine stopped)

Only use original Husqvarna parts.
See IPL for parts.

 

CAUTION!
The filter must not be cleaned 
with compressed air, this will 
damage the filter. Filters can be 
vacuumed out for cleaning but 
avoid hitting or dragging items 
across the surface as this will 
damage the filter.
Paper filters are to be disposed 
of correctly and replaced.
A polyester filter can be cleaned 
via vacuuming or low pressure 
washing.
Do not use high pressure 
washing, this will damage the 
filter.
A damaged filter must always be 
replaced.
A washed filter must be 100% dry
before being placed back onto the
equipment. 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.

   

  

 

e blade

Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 
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The holding screw (D) of the blade
has a right-hand thread.

7 Stopping the machine

 Turn the handwheel (K) to free the 
[evoorg eht morf edalb SEE FIG. 4]

No need to lock the saw up by
releasing the handwheel (K).

Turn off the water supply (G).

Allow the engine to run idle.

Stop the engine by using either Machine
stop (13) or switch on engine (J)

Firmly tighten the screw (D) with the
spanner provided with the machine,
holding the disc steady by hand.

Replace the protective guard.

Reconnect the water hose (mains with
valve or tank).

Tighten the nut (E).

Model with petrol engine (refer to the
 engine maintenance manual).

Make sure the fuel is topped up.

Check the oil level; as the engine often
works at an angle, check it frequently in
the horizontal position that the oil level
is never below the second line on the
gauge.

To start up, refer to the engine
instructions.

Take into account the working
conditions from health and safety
point of wiew.

Use only blades marked with a
maximum operating speed
greater than blade shaft speed

Engine off

Entrust repairs to authorised
dealer only

6 Starting up

Always pay extreme care and
attention to the preparation of
the machine before starting up

Remove all adjustment tools and
wrenches from floor and
machine

Always keep blade guard in
place

There may be several causes responsible
for stopping the blade in the sawing groove
or stopping the machine: 

Belt tension.
Lack of fuel.
Advance or lowering too fast, etc.

,esac yreve nI di  eht egagnes bl eht morfeda
groove and give the machine a complete
check-over.

8 Incidents during sawing

The working area must be
completely cleared, well lit and
all safety hazards removed (no
water or dangerous objects in
the vicinity)

The operator must wear
protective clothing
appropriate to the work he
is doing. We recommend
that this includes both eye
and ear protection

Any persons not involved in the
work should leave the working
area

The use of ear protection is
mandatory.

4 Check before starting

Please read the instructions for
use prior to operating the
machine for the first time.

Engine off.
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Note the direction of rotation
indicated by an arrow on one
side of the blade (direction of
rotation shown on the outside of
the guard housing).
Check that the blade, blade 
flanges (B and C) and blade flange
arbor are undamaged. Clean the 
contact surfaces of the blade and
the blade flanges. Make sure the
blade and the flanges are clean
and free of dirt and debris before
mounting the blade on the
machine. 

  

Turn off the water tap (G) (from the mains
or from the tank in order to fill it) [SEE
FIG.x4].

Mark out a line on the ground where a cut
has to be made.

Position the machine so that the lowered
front guide (F) and the  blade are aligned
with the line marked out (blade visble on
the belt side of the housing).

Start up the engine: refer to the engine
manufacturer’s instructions in the service
manual.

5 Fitting the blade 

Place the machine in an high position.

 Make sure the engine is switched off,
using the machine stop.

Unscrew the nuts (E) from th
 guard [SEE FIG. 3].

Open the guard housing (A).

Fit the diamond blade

Engine off

Risk of cutting. Keep all parts of 
your body away from the cutting
equipment. 

Arrow on tool guard
indicating the direction of
tool rotation. 

Up and down plunging. 

Allow the engine to warm up.

Turn on the water supply tap (G) (from
the mains or the water tank).

Increase the engine speed to full.

Hold the saw, turn the handwheel (K)
and position the disk in contact with the
floor.

Lower to the depth of cut required, and
bearing in mind that each graduation of
the scale corresponds to a depth of 1cm.
Lower slowly to prevent the engine
stalling.

Gently move the machine forward
ensuring that the front guide and the disc
are always aligned with the line marked
out.

Ensure the water supply is 
 abundant to cool the blade and 
minimize dust.
Do not cut dry. 

Noise emission to the environment
according to the European 
Community’s Directive. The 
machine’s emission is specified 
in the Technical data chapter and
on the label.
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Cut increments of 50mm (2 inches)
deep unti l  cutt ing depth is specif ication
is reached. This is known as ”step 
cutting”.

The bladeshaft rotates when the      
engine is crancked or started 

14 Бракуване
Номер 

на продукта Количество

Вижте аксонометричната схема

Използвайте само 
оригинални части на 
Husqvarna.
Вижте IPL за части.

В случай на влошаване 
на състоянието и бра-
куване на машината, 
следните части тряб-
ва да бъдат изхвърле-
ни съгласно изисква-
нията на приложимото 
законодателство.

• Основни материали:
 • Двигател: алуминий (AL), 

стомана (AC), мед (CU), 
полиамид (PA)

• Машина: листова стомана 
(AC), чугун (FT), алуминий 
(AL)

Инструкциите за употреба и 
резервните части в този доку-
мент са само с информативна 
цел и не са обвързващи.
Като част от нашата полити-
ка за подобряване на качест-
вото на продуктите си запаз-
ваме правото да извършваме 
технически модификации без 
предизвестие.

Ташев-Га
лвинг О

ОД

www.tashev-galving.com
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Warranty certificate 
Certificat de garantie • Garantie-Zertitïkat • Certificato di garanzia • Garantie bewijs • CertifÏcado de garantia • Certificado de garantia • Garanticertifikat 

 
Company : ............................................................................................................... 
Société • Gesellschaft • Societa • Maatchappij • Sociedade • sociedad • Företag 
 
Address :.................................................................................................................. 
Adresse • Adresse • indirizzo • Adres • Endereco • Direccion • Adress 
 
Date of Acquisition : ................................................................................................. 
Date d’achat • Datum des Kaufs • Data di acquisto • Datum van aankoop • Data de compra • Fecha de comprar • Inköpsdatum 
 
Machine Type : ........................................................................................................ 
Type de la machine • Maschinen Type • Tipo della macchina • Machine Type • Tipo de maquina • Tipo de maquina 
• Maskintyp 
 
Machine Serial Nr : .................................................................................................. 
N° de série de la machine • Maschinen seriennumer • Numeor di matricola • Machine Reeks • Nr Numéro de série 
da maquina • Numéro de série de la maquina • Maskinens serienummer 
 
Date : ....................................................................................................................... 
Date • Datum • Data • Datum • Data • Fecha • Date • Datum 
 

Signature 
signature • Unterschrift • ondertekening • Assinatura • Firma • Namnteckning 

To benefit from the warranty, it is mandatory to return, within 
eight days after the purchase, the attached warranty certificate. 
 
Pour avoir droit à la garantie, il est indispensable de 
renvoyer dans les huit jours après l’achat, le certificat 
de garantie ci-joint, dûment complété. 
 
Um ein Anrecht auf die Garantie zu erwerben, muß der 
beigefügte Garantieschein ordnungsgemäß ausgefüllt 
innerhalb von acht Tagen nach Kauf eingeschickt 
werden. 
 
Per poter fruire della garanzia, è indispensabile 
resperdire il certificato di garanzia allegato, 
debitamente compilato otto giorni consecutivi 
all’acquisto. 
 
Om recht te hebben op de garantie, is het 
noodderendezakelijk om binnen de 8 dagen na 
aankoop, het garantie certifikaat, volledig ingevuld, op 
te sturen. 
 

Para ter direito à garantia, é indispenável enviar 
antes do oitavo dia depois da compra, o certificado 
de garantia devidamente carimbado e assi-dem 
nado. 
 
Para tener derecho a la garantia, es indispen-rinvio 
negli sable enviar antes del octavo dia despuès de la 
compra, el certificado de garantia adjunto 
debidamente cumplimentado. 
 
För att garantin skall gälla måste användaren inom 
Om recht te hebben op de garantie, is het nood åtta 
dagar efter köpet insända det bifogade derendede 
zakelijk om binnen de 8 dagen na aankoop, 
garanticertifikatet, vederbörligen ifyllt. 
 

Place here 
sticker 
or serial Nr. 
• Placez ici l'autocollant 
ou le N° de série 
• Sticker hier aukleben 
oder geben sie die 
seriennummer 
bekannt 
• Attacare qui l’adesivo 
o ii numéro di matricola 
• Piaats hier de sticker of 
reeks Nr. 
• Colar 0 autocolante 
o numéro de série 
• Colocar aqui la pegatina 
o numéro de série 
• Placera dekalen eller 
serienumret här 

За да се възползвате от гаранцията, трябва да върнете 
машината в рамките на 8 дни от датата на покупката с 

приложения гаранционен сертификат.

Залепeте тук  
стикер или  

серийния номер

Гаранционен сертификат

Подпис

Компания: .......................................................................................................................

Адрес: .............................................................................................................................

Дата на покупката: ........................................................................................................

Тип машина: ...................................................................................................................

Сериен № на машината: ..............................................................................................

Дата: ................................................................................................................................
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FR - Instructions d’origine, GB - Original instructions, DE - Originalanweisungen, IT - Istruzioni originali, 
ES - Instrucciones originales, NL - Originele instructies, SE - Bruksanvisning i original, PT - Instru��es originais�

www.husqvarnacp.com

BG – Оригинална инструкция, превод от английски език
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